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INTRODUCTION

-The 
Asian elephant (Eteptws maxims) is the largest terrestrial megaherbivore inAsia' It occurs in 13 countries from the Indian subcontLent in the west to Indo-Chinain tlre east including islands such as Born@, Sumatra and Sri Lanka. tn sri Ianka, theelephant is so much a part of the island's history, religion, myth, culture and even politics

that it would be difficult to imagine sri Lanka wittrout is eteptrana. Its aesthetic valuearouses 
servation. Furthermore, asa super
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conservation(DwLc)reqrested*"*ffi fj"T?"ilt^H:"T#mf t:f #itf;and Management of the elephant in Sri Lanu rhe Acdon plan is designed o help theDI19 I 39opt srategies trat would ensure the long-term survivaLof the elephant in tlrewild in Sri Lanka. The success of any Action Plan will however depend on how wellit is implemented subsequently. Such implementation will require rrigtr Ievels of cmperation
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and collaboration bewecn the Department of Wildlife Conservation, other Government

Deparunents and Non-Govemment Organizations both within Sri Lanka and abroad.

The Action Plan has three main sections. In the Inroduction (Section [). the status

of the elephant in Sri knka is assessed, together with reasons for its dccline. The

Conservation Strategy (Section 2) establishes the basic principles and priorities required

to achieve the objective, i.e to ensure the long-term survival of the elephant, in its natural

habitat in Sri Lanka. The sfategy notes that it would be impossible to consene large

numbers o[ elephant in Sri Lanka as long as the human population continues O grow and

deforestation continues indiscriminately. Implicit in this observation is the knowledge that

it may not be possible to preserve elephants in all habitats where they presently occur.

The Action plan (Section 3) iself outlines the specific rctions needed to ensure some

measure of success in the conservction and management of elephant in Sri Lanka.

Taxonomy of the Elephant in Sri Lanka

The Sri tanksr elephant (Elephas maximus rroximtls) is the nominate subspecies.

It has been shown to be genetically distinct from the subspecies found in the Indian mainland

(Shorake et at., t986). LUerman & Morison-Scoa (1951) list two subspecies of. Eleplws

nuximas from Sri I-anka, equating E- m. maximusL. with E.m. vilaliya Deraniyagala (sensu

Deraniyagala) and accepting E. m. ceylanicrs Blainville as the elephant inhabiting most

ot tne istand (McKay, t9?3). According to McKay (1973) however, E.m. vilaliya represents

no more than a few extremely large individuals in a higtrly variable population and he

considers it to be synonymous with E nt nwximus'

Status of the ElePhant in Sri Lanka

The elephant is aprotected species in Sri Lanka and has enjoyed some degree of

prorection since ttre 12th century A.D (Wikramasinghe, 1928). [t is listed in Appendix I
fy $re Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora

(CgES). This measure bans trade in a species threatened with extinction. The elephant"

was girren full legal protection in Sri Lanka as early as 1937. However, legislation alone

couljnot preveniftJdecline in is number and range across the island as a result of sport

hunting (in ttre past), poaching and human encroachment on its habitat. While the African

eteptrants misfortune is is tusks, the elephant in Sri I-anka

haUitat loss and fragmenation as a result of ascalating human

for ivory, given that more than 857o of the bulls have no

Poachini is treretore not the'terminal threat to the elephant in Sri I-anka'

Nunber of ElePhents in Sri Lanka

During rhc period of British Colonial mle, thc number of elephants in tho wild in

Sri Lanka AecUnen from about 10,000 to 2,000 animals (Schultz, 1984)- It was squeezed

out of the hill country and became associated with ttre low country dry zones' One problem
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for conservationists is that figures on the number and distribution of elephants are difficult
to collecl The animals do not oblige demographers by staying in one place, or even in
one province. They cannot always be counted in the dense and angled vegeradon that
they inhabit. So estimates of elephant numben in the pasc have been largely guesses though
based on experience. Today, mrrch of ttre elephant censuses are being based on counting
heaps of dung. Mr A. B. Fernando, an experienced (now rerired) Wildlife official, puts
the toral number of elephans in the wild in Sri Lanka as anything between 2,800 and
3,250 (Santiapillai & Jackson, 190). A more recent survey of the elephants c.rrried out
by tie Department of Wildlife Conservuion in Sri I-anka in June 1993 estimates a minimum
of about 2,000 animals in the five regions surveyed in ttre island excluding rhe northem,
north westem and north eastern regions (Hendavitharana et a1.,1994). Nonis (1959) posed
tluec questions before he attempted to survey the elephant situation at:hat time. They were:-

(1) How much land is available for them?
(2) How much country do they need, remembering their seasonal movements?
(3) How many elephants do we want to keep?

The long-term survival of the elephant as a wild species in Sri Lanka will depend
on how wisely we address these questions and arrive at the answers.

The key question is not just how many elephants sri Lanka has at preseng
but how many elephants wilt Sri Lanka be able to support by the middte of the 21st
century, rvhen given the current rate of growth, its human population has doubled
to 34 million, and the forest cover has declincd to say, l4%? lJ must be clear to
everyone concerned that unhss wc are prcpared to cornbine good science with strong
popufation control and political will, the future for Elephas maximus in Sri Lanka
will bc grim.

CONSERVATION STRATEGY

The conservation strategy aims to ensure the long-term survival of. as mmy viable
popuhtions of elephant in Sri l-anka as possible in as wide a range of their habitat as
is practical by preventing or controlling conflics with man (Parker, 1981). The emphasis
is therefore on accommodating elephans and human beings rather that simply protecting
the elephants in their habiur Man and elephant in Sri l-anka have to live ogether by
mutual adjustment

Rationale

hoject Elephant therefore differs from is conservarion philosophy from tlrat of rhe
Project Tiger of India, which was based on the broad principle of establishing "core and
buffer" areas giving absolute protection to the former and exploiation of the larer. This
principle will not work in the case of the elephant characrerised by large home ranges.

GAIAH 13,1994
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Therefore the rationale of the Action Plan is that elephant reserves must ensure the long-
term survival of some of the identified key populations by protecting their entire home
ranges. The main problem of elephant conservation is one of preserving the geognphical
extent as well as the quality of wildlife habirat of these nnges (I-ahiri-Choudhury, 1991).

Unlike in Tirger reserve, this cannot be done for elephants in selected patches of forests

of limited extenL

As Lahiri-Choudhury (1991) points out, if the conservation and management of the

entire elephant nmges or their selected parts is to be the principle objective of elephant
consewation, then the core-buffer concept will be virrually useless. Nevertheless, the
principle of toal protection will continue to apply to crucial habitat pockets, such as areas

where elephants take shelter during the 'pinch' period; cover used as daytime refuge for
noctumal foraging, salt licks to which elephants return periodically, and corridors linking
different parts of an elephant range.

The management plan for any elephant reserve therefore will have io take into account
the range utilization strategy of the elephants, as these crucial habitat pockets may very
well te located in scattered points in the range, and not concentrated in one or two compact
pockets as in a tiger reserve (Lahiri-Choudhury, 1991). Moreover, unlike the core areas

in a tiger reserve, the entire range of an elephant population cannot, under Sri I-ankan
conditions, be insulated from disnrbance by man. As a resull the "philosophy" may have

to be changed to an adjusunent between the'needs of wildlife and environment, and the

needs of man, particularly of people in the fringe areas dependent on forest resources for
their subsistence. These considerations therefore call for a carefully targeted approach to
elephant conservation in Sri Lanka with clearly defined priorities for action.

Strategy

A six-pronged strategy is outlined here to ensure the long term survival of the elephant
in Sri Lanka.

Mitigation of the human-elephant conflicts

Such conflicts, if not resolved would threaten the long-term sunival of the elephant across

much of ttre island. However to date, there has been very little reliable recent information
on the nature and extent of such conflics. An understanding of ttre problem invariably
is the beginning of wisdom. Therefore, urgent rction should be taken to assess the extent
of the recent human-elephant conflicts across as large an area as possible in the island.

Such an assessment would indicate if theses conflics are widespread or localised so that
appropriate action could be taken.

Protection of some of the key wild elephant populations.

Urgent action should be given to the identification and protection of some of the high
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priority populations that would collectively conserve the essence of the species and maintain
its ecological role. Action to prctect these populations should be viewed as an emergency
mqNure while solutions are explortd for the protection of other populadons ttuoulnout
the island.

Note: The network of protected areas alone cannot ensurc the long-term survival of the
elephana in Sri I-anka since many of them are not large enough to accommodate the entire
annual home ranges oj the elephant populations. It is tlrerefore highly unlikely rlrat all
elephans can be saved under prevaiting conditions. Even without poaching, numbers wi1
inevitably shrink in the face of human popu6tion growth and auendinr devJbpmenr needs.

Promotion of Scientific Research.

A sound scienrific understanding of a natural resource is fundamenal o well planned
management of the resource (Sale, 1985). In Sri knka, the acceptance of ttre n-eed fot
systemadc research as a basis for improved management has been a very slow process.
This reluctance to accept the imporrance of research stems partly from tne fact ttrat many
studies on wildlife, espocially those condrrcted by Univenities appear !o management
authorities to be of largely academic in content with no obvious relevance to management
issues. Furthermore, management authorities arc not always consulted about research
priorities and most often have licle to say in tlre type or desigrr of research projects carried
out under their jurisdiction (Sale, 1985). Research must be unoerraten to provide the basis
for both field acrions and political initiatives. Research must derermine tre population uends
of elephans in selected arcas to allow assessment of consenation initiatives.

Political Actions.

Coordinated and directed political acdons and inrerventions must be mobilized and nrgeted
towards individuals, political bodies, government agencies and non-govemment organi-
zStions who hold responsibility for, or can influence effective action toward conseruing
the elephanr in Sri Lanka.

Conservation Education and Awarenesg

Pgnular support for elephanr consewation must be built by communicating to the more
affluent public the problems confronting elephants, their importance as a super keystone
species in the forest ecosystem, and the role rhey play in Sri Lankan culture, religion anO
economy.

Coordination.

Provisions must be made for the adequate coordination and administration of these various
activities, and for the development of further initiatives as they are required.

GAIAH 13. 1994
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ELEPHANT ACTION PLAN

The immediate goal of the Elephant Action Plan is to seek some accommodation

between man and eteptirnt by mitigting the human-elephant conflicts. The long+erm goal

is to ensure the survival of the elephant in the wild in a number of self perpetuating viable

populations across a diversity of habiats in as large an ,uea as is feasible.

- The Action plan is divided ino six components, each of which deals with a separate

aspect of ttre ProPosed strategy.

- The rationale betrind eeh of the six components is briefly discussed'

.Theproposedactivitieswithineachsub+omponentarclisted.

- within each activity, a range of project concepts will be developed at workshops

for inclusion in the Action Plan. These workshops will be convened by the

Deparrnent of Wildlife Consenation and will include wildlife officials, scientists,

officials ftom other Government Departmens, representatives of credible non'

government organizations and other concerned individuals'

FIELD ACTIONS

Field acrions, as described in the African Elephant Action Plan (AECCG, 1989) are

designed ultimately 19 provide protection O key elephant populations in Sri Lanka' These

f interventions beginning with
moving on the projects designe

the long-term. Theses Projecs
conservation progxammes and integrating economic development wittr elephant conservation

(AECCG, fg-Sgl. To the extenr practicable, field action projects should be initiated on a

iegional basis to take advantage of fhe existing institutions, projects and networks within

the regions.

Mitigation of human-elephant conflicts

Wirh the increase in the human population growth and the decline in the forest cover in

Sri l-anka, conflics beNeen .an-aoC elephant for the resources of ttre land have increased

signifrcantly over the recent yea6. Crop depredation by elephanS has become a way of

fCe. farmers who bear the brunt of elephant depredations have h extreme circumstutces'

even resorred to killing elephans. Elephans have also attacked and killed people. Although

more people are killd on the roads and by snake bites, people killed by elephans provide

much adverse publicity for elephant conserrration. The human-elephant conflicts in Sri knka
have so far not been mitigatei satisfacOrily. The rearcns fm ttris are many, but are mainly

ttrat the Eeld forces ,t" *d"t-"quipped, under-funde4 under-paid, and under-staffed to

resolve the conflicts. In some areas, especidly in the lvlatraweli Development Area (Fig

1) human+lephant conflics have become so grave ttrat urgent action is needed !o reduce

the current level of conflicts.
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Fig- 1. tvtap of Mahaweli Development Area and associated Reserrres.
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Human-elephant conflicts in Sri Lanka

(i) System B. This once prime etephant habitat, was the home of some 25?o of the islands
elephant population, then estimated to be about 2,750 animals. 44,063 ha of forest were
cleared to provide inigation facilities to ahut 34,548 families who were argeted for ultimate
settlement (Jayewardene, 1989). Already, some 11317 families have been settled in this
area and conflicts with elephans have incrreased subsandally since then. The elephans
have lcst so much of their former range that they are now forced to invade the communities
rhat have Cisplaced them. This is tlre crux of the elephant-hurnan conflicts in Sri t-anka
(de Alwis & Santiapillai, 1993). At least 12 serlers have been killed by a small group

of marauding elephants that broke away from a larger herd of more than 30 individuals
along ttre lefi bank of the System B (Jayewardene, 1992). A look at the location of System

B will explain why there are so many human-elephant conflicts (Fig. 1). System B is
bounded o the soudr by the Madunr Oya NP, to the north by the Somawathiya NP, to
the west by the Wasgomuwa NP and the Flood Plains NP and o the east by the uncleared

area of System B extending as far as the proposed Nelugala Jungle Corridor.

(ii) System C. This lies adjacent o System B, wedged in benpeen lVasgomuwa NP to
the north-west and Madunr Oya NP o the southeast: Here 24,300 ha of forest were cleared
to provide inigation facilities to some 23,5N families, of which 14,7m families had been

serled by 1989 (Jayewardene, 1989). A survey canied out by the Department of Wildlife
Conservation in mid 1980 indicated that between 485 and 515 elephans were present in
System C. (However, these estimates are outdated today, given the rapid development in
the areas concerned. Furthermore, as Fernando (1994) points out the areas referred to ae
development blocks and not forest blocks. Therefore it is unlikely that so many elephans
could be supported in ttre 7 blocks whose oal area amounts o less than 35@ ha). These

elephants have no fear of man and do not respond to such measiures as thunder flashes

or fire crackers. One reason for the serious elephant-human conflicts in System C is because

the authorities concerned decided to do away with the proposed corridor linking Wasgomuwa

and Maduru Oya national parks.(Jayewardene, 1992).

(iii) System G. This project area is an extension of an old settlement scherne where some

2,906 families of second generation of the old seulers were allocated jungle land after
development (Jayewardene, 1989). This System is wedged in between Wasgomuwa NP
to tlre south-east and the Minneriya-Giritale Nauue Reserve to the south, wesE north and

north-east. Elephans come from the Wasgomuwa NP and have caused extensive damage

to crops at Ihala Kaluwewa, Aoanakadawela, Radavige Oya, Segala, Diggalapitiya,
Kahaagahapitiya and Batuhena (Jayewardene, 1989). A number of settlers (mostly women)
have been killed by elephants. Irate farmers have poisoned (insecticide Furodan is put into
small pumpkins and left for the elephans to eat) at least 3 elephants in 1993 in the Elahera

/ Bakamuna area (Jayewardene, 1994).

(iv) System H. This project area lies in benreen Wilpattu NP on he west and Minneriya-

GNAH 13, 1994
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Giritale NR to the east and was regularly attacked by elephans. The elephant problems
still continue but are less than what they were before, with the esablishment in 1988 of
rhe Kahalla/pallekelle Reserve comprising zl,6ga ha (Jayewardene,1992). There are about
40 elephans in the Resvehera Temple area, and another 50 animals inhabiting the Kahalla
/Pallekelle Reserve and the animals are known o migrate periodically easiwards o the
Galkiriyagama forests, destnoying crops and dwellings of the people en route. A number
of elephans have been killed. The forest cover in the resenre has declined by 507o and
hence the need for elephans lo move oul The three main areas in System H that suffer
from elephant depredations are Bongama, I\fadatugama/Galkiriyagama and Andarawewa.

(v) Handapanagala. About 130 elephants regularly utilize the Handapanagala waterhole
which has perennial supply of water, and the adjoining grazing areas. They are however
atmced by the nearby Pelwatte Sugarcane Plantation situated berween Kirindi Oya and
Menik Ganga south of [re Wellawaya-Buttala Highway. According ro Fernando itgg+),
the large concentrations of elephants around the llandapanagala area are not all migrants
from Ruhuna Nadonal Park and its periphery. Kirindi Oya basin was occupied by elephants
prior to the establishment of the sugarcane plantation, some t0-12 years ago, anO i targe
rcsident group of elephants occupied the forest around Handapanagala and is periphef.
These elephants have regularly raided not only the sugarcane planution but atso the small
holdings of the settlers in the area. Although the human casualties have been low, many
elephants have been killed since the esablishment of the sugarcane Factory.

(vi) Other conflict areas. In addition to the areas mentioned above, the Deparrnent of
Wildlife Conservation (DWLC) has identified other areas where elephant-human conflicrs
have become serious. These include areas such as Haldummulla, Uma Oya; the area between
Lunugamvehera, Udawalawe and Bunrlqla; Ilaltota-Haldummulla area north of Udawalawe
National Park; Heen Ganga to Dumbara valley in the vicinity of Wasgomuwa National
Park; Sigiriya-Habarana area, and Ritigala-Kalawewa area.

Objective: To undertake immediate action to assess the problems in these areas and
recommend he most appropriate solutions in order o mitigate the human+lephant conflicts.

Activities:

Elephant Conservation & Management Unit (ECMU):

One ECMU should be established in the DWLC Head Offrce in Battaramulla, manned
by a Scientific Officer and a secreary. In addition there should be rhree ECMUs in the
conflict areas, such as Polonnaruwa, Anuradhapura and Kataragama. Each unit will comprise
a Veterinary Officer, a Wildlife Officer (Ranger or Range Assistant) and it shouli Ue
provided with a vehicle and a driver, and appropriate communication equipmenL The team
will seek assistance from Wildlife Officen whenever possible. The field units must work
under the supervision of regional Assisant Direcors. However, they can act independently
given the nature of the situation in the field. The ECMU in the Head Office *itt Ue ttre
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clearing house for all information on the status, distribution, population trends of the

elephants in the wild and in captivity as well as documenting the naure and extent of
rhe human-elephant conflicts. It will esablish a daabase in order to update the informarion

ir receives from the filed staff. ECMU will be ultimately responsible for providing the

Direcor of DWLC reliable information on the curent status of the elephans both in the

wild and in captivity.

Establishment of a Veterinary Unit.

Given the increase in the number of elephans that sustain injuries from poachers and irate

cultivators, rtre Departrnent of Wildlife Conservation (DM-C) should set up a Veterinary

Unit capable of dealing with such problems as and when they adse in tlp field. Lack
of prompt veterinary care in tlre past has often resulted in the loss of elephans.

Assessment & Mitigation of the human-elephant conflicts:

DWLC must send teams to the conflict areas for a period of two weeks in order !o assess

the current starus of the human-elephant conflicts. Each team shall consist of four people,

representing the DWLC, Forestry Department, NGOs and Institutions of Higher Education.
The suwey would assess the damages to life and property, identify the movement patterns

of the elephants con@rned, the structurc and composition of the elephant groups causing

damage, and obtain any other information related to human-elephant confliets. Their
assessment rnust lead to immediate implementation of the appropriate recommendations in
the field. Solutions to the human-elephant conflicts may include (i) elephant drives, (ii)
elephant capture & domesrication, (iii) establishment of elephant proof barriers, (iv) paying

compensation to the farmers; (v) relocation of the farmers etc.

It is recommenderl that DWLC convenes a workshop to impan raining o is field staff
of dre merhods available !o asses ttre elephant depredations in cultivated crops. The DWLC
must provide clear guidelines on what must be done regarding chronic crop raiding elephants,

and those "Rogue" elephants tlrat habiurally anack people. If an elephant has killed several
people, then it should be destroyed if it cannot be captured and rained. Though

domestication of stmy, problematic elephanrs is to be encouraged, ranslocarion is not

encouraged (it would simply be a ranslocation of a problem from one area to another).

Elephans that are badly wounded and have no chance of sunrival in the wild, should be

euthanised. The solutions are to be considered site-specific and any capturc and movement

of elephants must be carried out with great care and caution under the supewision of a

competent and experienced veterinarian.

Restoration of water holes:

One of the reasons for the movement of elephans out of some of the proterted areas into
adjoining areas is the lack of water during the peak of the dry season. If the large $oups
of elephants were to be driven into the nearby protected areas, then rehabiliution of such

GNAH 13. 1994l0
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target areas must be accorded a high priority. As far as the tlanrtapanagala elephants are
concerned, before these are driven to the safay of the Ruhuna National-park, witer holes
such as Thalakola wewa and Urulu wewa in Block III must be resored (Fernando, 1993).
Another useful tank to rehabilirae is on Kumbukpitiya Ara (6" 32N and d0" 25E). Similar
conservation mqNurcs were recommended for implementation in l99l in ttre IGhalle-
Pallekelle sanctuary, and the IVtadunr Oy4 Wasgomuwa and Wilpatnr national partrs
(Koagama, 1991).

Many of the conservation arcas where elephants currently occur were once under intense
culrivation and therefore still contain abandoned tanks that could be restored to provide
water to elephans and other wildtife. This is especially imporrant in Blocks Itr and IV
of Ruhuna National Park, where waer is the limiting facor for elephans in ttre dry season.It is recommended that a number of small water holes thar can hold water on a yearly
basis be restored or constructed in favour of larger water holes. There are reservoirs in
some reserves that provide warcr for iniguion. At present water is given to cultivators
without any resricdon. tt is therefore recommended ttrat DWLC act o regulate the suppty
of water from the reservoirs to ensure that sufficient water is available o ttre wildlife tnititin
the reserves.

However, improvement of water holes should be done after a careful assessmenl of the
consequences to other species that are sympatric with the elephant in the reserve. protected
areas are not managed solely for the purpose of conserving Sri Lanka's elephanrs. The
goal of conservation is to enhance the entire biodiversity of the area concerned, not only
the keystone species. Habitat improvement for elephants may lead o an increase in the
number of elephans, followed by undesirable consequences such as an increase in the
incidence of crop depredations outside the reserve. Elephant numbers could also increase
at the expense of other herbivores with which the elephant competes for food and water.
Fernando (1994) argues against the restoration of the ethurumirhuru wewa in the SNR
of Ruhuna National Park on ttre grounds ttrat such a large water hole would inundate vast
areas of forest that the elephans have been utilizing over generations. He fean that ttris
development project could result in the reduction ofthe food supply of the elephanrs and
thus force them n move elsewhere in search of new pasnrres.

Ashby & Santiapillai (t984) have clearly drawn auention to the probtem of overgrazing
which has arisen in Block I of the Ruhuna National Pa* in spite of the richness of the
area in species. What has not been taken into account is that iOOitionA water would be
particularly liable to cause overcK)wding of the gregarious, non-migratory herbivore such
as the water buffalo (Bubalu bubalis). which is strrongly utt 

"t"o 
to water irrespective

of the need o drink (Ashby & Santiapiltai, l9S4).

hotection of some Key Elephant popuhtions

The only long-term security for elephans in Sri Lanka lies in srengthening national
capabilities in wildlife conservation and management. Actions should 

"int " oi building
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up the national capacity to conserve designated elephant populations. Broader national and

regional elephant conservation programmes should be built on this experience and lead

olnstitutional and policy improvements for managing the entire elephant and other large

mammal popularioni more effectively. Priority attention must be focused on those regions

containing threatened local elephant populations.

Objective: To build up the national capabilities to conserve and manage elephant

populations.

Activities:

Strengthenrng the protection of some key populations:

Key elephant populations are lhose having tlre best chances for long-term viability. Viable

poiutatibns of jtepnans occur in a number of protected areas such as the Ruhuna (l?l'
i{znq,Uda Walarve (30,821 ha), Gal Oya(62,936 ha), Wasgomuwa (37,063 ha), Maduru

oya (j8, 850 ha), Flood Plains (17,350 ha), Somawathiya Chaitiya (37,762 ha), Wilpacu

(fgf,6gf ha) Narional Parks and the Trikonamadu (25,019 ha) Nature Resene. Furthermore,

the I-ahugala-Kitulana Narional Park, alttrough small in extent (1554 ha) is an important

grazing aiea for a large number of elephants that annually move to tris area from ouside

io feeO on Buu (Sacciopelis intenapta), a all reedy grass that covers the tank extensively.

Habitat enrichmenr is another option available to the DWLC !o improve elephant carrying

capacities of reserves. Furttrermore, as Ishwaran (1993) recommends, fallow lands could

become imporUnt g&zing sites for elephants in the dry season. Elephants in the African

savanna are known 19 eitend their range into agricultuml lands as soon as the intensity

of farming acriviry is reduced (Lewis, 1986). tshwaran (1993) found that although most

of the forests in rhe Mahawcli river basin, providing optimum habitats for elephants to

rest and move, did not in fact contain sufficient food on a year'round basis'

Elephant rcserves need enhanced protection against human encroachment- This could be

done by srengthening the guard force and minimising humanclephant conflics in the

neighbourhood. rne important questions are (i) whether these p'roteaed areas contain
,en6ugh, elephans 19 eniore rhe long-term viability of the population? And (ii) whether

nese protec-ted areas can be adequately lmked afer in the future?

Ar a higher level, rhe Departmenr of Wildlife Consewation (Dlr..C) must recnrit qualiflted

staff as-Rangers and pro"iOe opporurnities for raining in wildlife management bottt within

and outside Sri Lanka DWLC ro.t o." information acquired ftrom the Rangers !o strengthen

ifs field opera[ions, enhance iS public awareness progElmmes' and develop recommendations

for expanding is activities across ttre island in order to put elephant consewation on a

solid scientific foundation. It must also promote policies that reurn a higher proportion

of income generated through tourism o those areas that support the key elephant populittions

and the surrounding communities (AECCG' 1989).
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Management of Etephant Ranges & Corridors

Protected areas provide necessary sanctuaries for elephants from human activities. They
should be part of larger Managed Elephant Rangas (IVGR) to provide sufficient space foi
elephant movemen8 (santiapillai & Jackson, 1990). In a MER, priority is given to the
requirements of elephants, but compatible human activities are permitted, such as sustained-
yield-forestry, slow rotation shifting cultivation, and conrolled livestock gnnng. MERs
are complementary to/ and not a substiurte for, protected areas. However, as far as Sri
I-anka is concerned, given the high human population density (which is almost similar to
that of India), most of tlre protected arcas are surrounded by farmlands and human
seElements and hence intense management of the elephants may be required within the
MERs.

When establishing forest corridors between two elephant ranges, tlre important thing is to
ensure that the elephans will use them and not spill over into the adjoining human
settlements. The viability of corridors naturally depends on the distances separating ttre
two elephant populations. The greater the disance between two elephant areas, the broader
must. be the width of the corridor linking them. A corridor need not be a very good habitat
It can be a degraded vegetation or a monoculture that provides cover for the migrating
elephans.

Objective: to mainain genetic exchange between isolated populations through the
establishment of forest corridon.

Activities:

Elephant corridors were proposed as far back as 1959 linking protected arcas, incorporating
most of the large water holes to assure the availability of water for the migrating herds
of elephans tfuoughout ttre year. DWLC will reassess the relevance of elephant conidors
between (i) Maduru oya NP and Gal oya Np, (ii) between Gal oya Np and Ruhuna Np,
(iii) between uda walawe NP and tfre proposed Lunugamvehera Np, and (iv) benreen
llandapanagala and Block IV of Ruhuna NP. Currently, there is considerable interest in
the concept of forest corridors to facilitate elephant movements. The main thing is to ensure
that elephants will use thern and will not spill over into the adjacent human settlements.
A corridor has been rccommended to resolve the elephant-human conflicts in the
Ilandapanagala area. But as Fernando (1993) points our, it is doubdul if srrch a corridor
running through open country will sewe the purpose. To obtain land for a 34 mile wide
corridor of 10 miles length means an extent of 20,000 to 25,m0 acles which is more than
the entire extent of land owned by the Pelwatte Sugar Company (17,300 acres with 14,600
acres under sugarcane cultivation). Even so, a pennanent corridor witlr sugarcane on either
side will only tempt the elephans ino furttrer mischief.

- It is therefore recommended that some sfidies be initiated to assess the effectiveness
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of selecred forest conidors in promoting elephant movenrent and gene exchange.

If enhancement of genetic diversity is the main conservation issue, then there are

other, less costly ways of achieving it through translocation of selected bulls from

one population !o another.

- Sgrveys must be canied out in lhe pnority MERs and elephant disnibution, land

use, vegetation etc. must be mapped on l:50,000 or smaller scale maps, with the

help of satellite imagery.

- Strarify each MER into protected areas (existing or potenri2l), buffer zones,

corridors etc. so as to create a viable elephant range for the long-term survival of
the sPecies.

Establishment of New Protected Areas for Elephants

According o rtre Forest cover map prepared in 1981 by the Centre for Remote Sensing

of the Survey Department, there is still substrntial forest in the norttr western and north
g:6tern regions in the Mannar, Vavuniya and Mullainivu districts. But the protectBd areas

established to date in theses regions are woefirlly inadequate to protect the number of
elephans (and other fauna and flora) that occur here. The protected areas (Wilpattu NP,

& Sancnraries such as Wilpattu North, Giant's Tank, Madhu Road, Vavunikulam, Padaviya

Tank, Kokilai & Chundilailam) cover only 188,411 ha-

The current political situation may not permit the esablishment and management of new

protected areas at present in these regions but it is hoped that every effort would be made

at the highest political level to implement this recommendation as soon as the ground

situation returns to normal. In the meantime, it is important that at least potential

conservation areas be identified especially in Systems J and L of the Mahaweli Development

Programme before theses areas are developed.

homotion of Scientific Research

If correct decisions about initiating conservation projecs arc to be made, they require good

data on the status of elephant populations. This will enable the most appropriate populations

o be selected for conservation projects and provide the basis for monioring progrcss.

Monitoring will provide an essential feedback mechanism to allow control and guidance

of the Action Plan. Research is still required into many aspects of the elephant.

Research projects will allow new methods of conservation to be developed and improve

lnowledge of individual populations which can be used to improve over-all managemenL

In order o develop a sound conservation strategy for the long-term survival of the elephant ,

in Sri Lanka, it is vital ttru long-term studies of the key ecological prc:esses are undertaken

in important representative habitats. These processes include denrography, elephant-

vegetation interaction, habifat utilization and ranging behaviour and paferns.
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Objective: To obtain more reliable informadon on ihe status and rends in elephant
populations through improved monioring and data gathering and processing.

Activities:

Ranging behaviour of elephants:

The major objective of designating protected areas for cqrservation is o provide enough
space and by exrcnsion, resources for the species being conserved. How muctr space-is

g how the qpecies concerned uses space. The
has rcceived very litde attention so far in Sri

trff ;i"ll"r#:i:fffi ?"il1':Hl',:f
Ham'ton(ts,r)throughradioreremerry-^lff [T3.f::]ff."Tffi::t]il",liff;
range in an elephant population in East Africa- Even tlrough hemmed in by hornan
settlements on three sides and a lake on rhe 4rh side, ttre eleihants did NOT use ALL
the land that was available to them. Thus radiotelemetry can irovide a very fine means
of building up information- on home range of elephans. It would be partiiularly useful
in assessing the success (if any) of transiocated eiephants in their new habitats. Desai er
al. (1993) had shown the importance of sample size in studying home ranges of elephans.
Smaller sample sizes led to underestimuion of elephant tromJ range sA&. tt is stongly
recommended that the DWLC convenes a Workshop using GEF funds where an experienJe.d
wildlife biologist from either Sri Lanka or India could demonsrrare rtre technique of srudying
elephant movement using radiotelemetry. Subsequently, all elephant translocations must be
monitored using radiotelemery to asses lhe success of such exercises.

Demographic studies;

Studies on population size, structure and distibution of elephants are needed in several
cases. Changes in population stnrcture need o be monitored for effective management of
elephans. Poaching of male elephans for ivory can result in highly skewed sex ratios
(female-biased). The consequence of this for rhe iertility, demograp-hy and genetic viability
of the population has o be investigated. The observed ad sex rarios
in.Sri Lanka (ranging berween l:l and l:3) are among the indicating
a low level of poaching compared o the siuarion in ttre Id , Southern
India where the sex ratio was found o be l:52 in favour of the females (Menon, 1990).

Crop raiding patterns:

one of the greatest sources of conflict is crop raiding by elephans. Females and young
tend b do most damage because ttrey always raid in herds, but the solitary bulls raid fi
more frequently. The elephans know exactly what ttrey want Finger millet is the main

l5
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target in South India, and the elephants make a bee line for the maturing crop. Similar

investigations must be canied out in several areas in Sri Lanka o identiff the nature and

extent of elephant crop depredation.

Elephant numbers and densities:

Although elephants range across much of tlre low country dry zone in Sri Lanka, yet no

one knows exactly in what numbers. Ignorance of the numbers and status of elephans

can be a major obstacle to assessing the impact of poaching on the population. At the

national level, wildlife officials cannot manage one of their most imporumt wildlife resources

until rhey have elephant population estimates. Counting elephants in forests is more difFrcult

than in open country. It is impossible to make dfuect counts of elephans even in scrub

forest because of poor visibility. Therefore one is obliged to use indirect method. Bames

& Jensen (1937) pioneered such an indirect method using the dung. If one needs an estimate

of the numbers of elephans then one must do a dropping census as this is the only index

of abundance that can be converted to an estimate of elephant numbers. This method has

been used in India. Thailand, Malaysia and Viemam.

Long-term monitoring of elephant populations:

Objective information concerning the density and number of elephans in Sri Lanka is lacking

in a number of protected areas. This has been a serious drawback in assessing the viability
of elephant populations ttroughout their range in Sri Lanka" Under this activity, training

in census methods would be imparted to Senior Rangers of ttre DWLC in a number of
workshops in order to arrive at objective estimates of elephant densities and numbers across

the island. It proposes to achieve this by using census methods that are already established

or cunently under development.

Establishment of a Research Unit

The DWLC must re€stablish tlre Research Unit that was disbanded a few years ago. This

Unit must be headed by an Assisnnt Dhector with a Degree in Biological Sciences ftom

a recognized University. He is responsible for identifying and resolving rnanagement-

oriented problems in the field.

POLITICAL ACTIONS

The success of any conservation prcgramme will largely depend on the support it has ftom

the Governmenl In India, the Project Tiger was implemented since it had the active support

of the Governmenl Certain issues like land tenrue, resettlement of people etc. can only

be ackled with the tacit support of the Government. Enactment of adequate legislation

is another case in poinr A population of 150 elephans in a particukr area today is of
little significance if the habitat is to be $med into sugar cane plantations in a few years'

time. Some of the conservarion areas earmarked for elephants have been encroached by
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settlers, often with the blessings of some Ministers. Steps must be talcen to curb such blatant
abuses of power.

Objective: To ensure Government support for the reasonable conservation initiatives.

Activities:

Removal of encroachers from the Flood prains National park

The low-lying flood plains of the lVfahaweli Ganga between Wasgomuwa and Somawarhiya
nalional parks, covering an arca of 17,350 ha was declared iNuionat park in August
1984. This park is central to fte integdty of the Mahaweli system of protected areas, Soth
ibr is unique viilus and as a corridor for wildlife migration beween grazing lands in
\Yasgomuwa and Somawathiya national parts. It is particularly important f* ilrJtong+".t
survival of elephants within t}re Matraweli carchmenr (IIJCN, 1990). Accoraiig to
Jayewardene (1990), this region has the highest densiry of elephans (around 4.5 ro 5.1
a-'limals per sq. km) of all habitat tlges in the'country and rernains a very crucial link
for the surviva! of ttre elephants in Sri Lank& However, as Child (1985) observed, certain
activities within this important conservation areia (such as illicit obacco cultivation,
collcction of sand frorn the river bed, baking of bricks on the banks of the Mahaweli Ganga
rvhere suitable clay is found) ale undermining the integrity of the area and discouraging
the elephans frorn remaining within the area Such rctivities have also conributed o i
massive escelation of human-elephanr conflicts in the region (Jayewardene, 1990). The
increasing conflics between settlers and elephants in ttre new settlements such as Karapola,
Madurangaia, Mallinda Mutugala, Karuwanwila, Dimbulagala, palatiyawa, Maguldaman4
Kalukelle, Bandanagala, Pallegama, pihitiwewa and Nuwaragala within sys@; B amply
emphasize his point Thc problem of waste disposal needs to be addressed. Settlers and
illegal encroachers have been dumping paddy husks ino rhe protected area, in the absence
of specific areas designated for such disposal. DWLC could make available specific dump-
sites to reduce pollurion.

It is therefore imperative that the Government Agency concerned provides every support
to DWLC to remove and resettle these illegal settlers frrom the Flood Plains National park.
Howevcr' before action is taken, it is recommended that the DWLC carries out some socio-
economic studies in order to asses the problem of human encroachment.

Arresting human encroachment in Udawatawe National park

Illegal human settlements and activities are undermining the integrity of tbe Udawalawe
National Park, especially along its norttrern and western UounOaries. tt would be in the
long'term inrcrest of ttre park if DWLC could use is political power ro reach some accord
with 'fie settlers and redefrne ttre boundaries of the park and sectue it from any furtlrer
encroachment. Human encroachment in Udawalawe & Wasgomuwa National Puks has led
to the death of elephants from diseases such as haemorrhagic septicaemia transmitted through
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domestic livestock (Vasanttrathilake, 1994).

Establishment of Lunugamvehera National Park

This proposed national park has an e;f,tent of 22,6N ha and is located on the qtstern borden

of llambanota-Wellawaya highway between krn n4 and lrn 290. According to Femando

(lgg1),the area has a resident elephant population of 70-80 animals in several small herds,

*tri"tr t""p to Hangurrna ara and Menik Ganga for much of the year. They move to the

ffanCapanragafa rarik and also pay fre4uent visits to the nearby sugarcane plantations in
pelwatte. Ttre home ranges of some herds extend into Block V & Sella Kataragama

(Fernando 1992).

As Fernando (1992) poins ou! ttre establishment of Lunugamvehera as a National Park

and liriking ir with the Uda Walawe National Park and llandapanagala tank is a'sine qua

rwn' for tlre long term sunival of the elephants in this region.

Community DeveloPment

Although there is currently much talk about the need to plough back ttre revenues from

wildlfJ conservarion into the communities that live along the periphery of protected areas,

the human population in such areas have so far received very little tangible assistance to

improve their livelihood. The DWLC, though its Ministry must channel some of the funds

generated from nature tourism towards providing relief to the villagers concerned- Among

the recommendations are:

l. the provision of clean drinking water to the villages through tlte ccnstruction of

tube wells;

2. the establishment of dispensaries that could provide basic medicine for the

Eeatment of malaria, fever, diarrh@a, etc;

3. the promotion of periodic visits to the villages by experienced medical specialists

from urban areas lo provide free services n rhe people'

4. the consrgction of small schools and the provision of book*s no the school libraries

in ttre villages.

5. the recruitment of guards from the nearest village.

Insurance againsf elephant depredations

In recent years, the conflics between elephants and human beings have increased

subsrandally. The DWLC in associarion with tre Sri Lanka Insumnce Corporation must
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provide insurance cover to poor villagers living in remote arcas wherc elephant depredations
are chmnic and severe. The DWLC could meet the insurance premia cost fon a family
up !o a maximum of Rs. 100,m0 in the event of a member killed by elephant, and Rg
20,000 for crop depredations. Such a policy, despite irs inherent loopholes for abuse, corld
bring some relief o ttre villagers. It will also help create a climate of public opinion
conducive to the conservation of elephans.

Ex-situ conservation

in 1946, there were 736 elephans in captiviry in Sri Lanka. Today, less than 507o survive
in captivity. Domestic stocks of elephans arc bound to decl.ine if not replenished through
capures from the wild, and therefore there is scope for slowing the decline through captiie
breeding prcgrammes (Sukumar, 1989). Cunently, r,here are about 60 elephaits ai rtre

expense largely
ve the breeding
had been born
ve the domestic

stock' it would be worth while if DWLC could establish a second elephanr orphanage in
an area close to a reserve where wild elephants occur. In South India, between 1950 and
1983, about 74 calves were bom to 37 females in Tamil Nadu where the captive elephanrs
were kept under seminatural conditions, and let out for feeding inro the forests at nighq
where cows may be mared by wilc bulls (sukumar, l9g9). In this way, not only 

-ttre

recruitment could be improved, bui more importan0y, the genetic divenity of the captive
stock can be improved substantially as we!I.

It is recommended that a survey of all the elephanrs rn captivity be carried out in Sri
I-anka in order to determine their disuibuiion, sEtus, numbei, structure and composition.
There is a tremendous pocntial for using trained elephans in nature-oriented tourism.

CONSERVATION EDUCATION AND PUBLIC AWARENESS

It is most important that the local people are made aware of tire tangible benefrs of elephant
conservation. Elephant conservadon will not be effective wirhour wideqpread iublic
awareness of the problem and support for solutions. The policy of pnovidingemployment
to the local people in anti-poaching activities, fue control-measures and census operations
would help develop a sense of cordial relatlcnship b,erween rhe public and wildlife officials.fu!f9 awareness programmes according to nfC-CG (1939) can be costly, rime consuming
and the resuls slow in coming unless progmnlmes concentrate on the most influential (and
affluent) public sectors. It is essenrial 0iat thcse awareness projecB relate to and use
information derived frorn tlp initiatives describe<l in rhis r{ction 

-Plan. 
Awareness of llre

critical state of Sri lanka's elephant pcpulation amongsr all levets of tlre society is importanr
for the conservation of these animals. Channeis for irvareness campaigns inciude teachers,
wildlife clubs and local NGOs. Public awareness campaigns etget"o at rural communities
Iiving around key conservation areas are of enorrnclus importan.Jlerccc, 1989). Material
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such as posters, pamphlets and articles in local nowspapers may be used to communicate
information which emphxizes the ungible benefits of conservation (AECCG, 1989).

Objective: To assist the DWLC to design and Lr:rplement public awareness campaigns o
improve local attitudes towards elephana and conservation.

.A,ctivities:

The Role of NGOs

Sri Lanka has a number of Non-Govemmcnt Organizations (NGOs) that are involved in
enhancing nature conservation. These organizations can augment the work of DWLC through
cooperation. Unfortunately, !s the foincr Secretrry-General of CITES, Eugene I-apointe

once commented, there are a few privatc organizations, limited both in terms of scope

and membership, who no longer view conservation as objective in iself but rather as a
means of amassing political and financial power. One such organization that tnrmpeted
in thc cause of elephant conservation, and amassed encrmous fornrnes in ttre process has

become defunct. Such organizations do more harm than gmd for conservation.
"Consemation organizations", a-s thc late Felipc Benavi<ies, the fust recipient of the Getty
Prize for conservation once remarked, "are like mushrooms: they grow up arry time, they

can be fourd everytlrcre. Somc of them are very good, several are poisonons" (Santiapillai,

19%). NGOs can assist the DWLC in improving the habitrt quality of reserves, construction
of water holes, provision of fire crackers to villagers, provision of medical carc to the
villagers, promoting conservatron education and awareness etc.

Publicity

Ensure that information of the latest scientific and political developments regarding elephant

conservation are available to the decision makers and other interested parties.

Campaigns

Assist in the development of campaign strategies and in the production and promulgation

of appropriate material for public awareness campaigns. Contact organizacions through which
campaigns could be promulgated and who could make valuable contributions o the design
of ttre campaign (AECCG, 1989).

Awareness

Ensure that information derived from the various field actions and other activities is made

available to the public awareness campaigns. e.g. People should be made aware of the

importance of systematic harvesting of forest products such as "Aralu, Bulu, Nelli,
Rasakinda" (medicinal goducts) in a sustainable manner without depleting the stock. If
people are awarc of the benefits that accrue o them from forests, then they may assist
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the DWLC in preventing the spread of unnecessary forest fires. The Department of Wildlife
Conservation must resume the publication of its Annual Repon, giving detailed information
on wildlife conservation issues to the general public.

Security Forces

It is important to ensure ttrat the Security Forces are awarc of ilre plight of rhe elephant
and the need to conserve the species in [re wild- Milirary intelligence, tLJ.oontry gentteman
being a contradiction in terms, much effort will be needed o .Ou."te the armed forces
to appreciate the importance of wildlife conservation. The task is difficult but not entirely
hopeless.

COORDINATION

of is saff should start from bottom upwards. A separate Elephant Conservation Unit must
be established under an Assistant Direcor to coordinate the implementation of the Action
Plan.

CONCLI,JDING REMARKS

At presenq Sri Lanka has a fairly extensive system of protected areas, covering over
l2Vo of its land area, but the system is not comprehensive. Th"r" ar" ?0 existing proiecteO
areas (i Biosphere Reserve, I Ramsar Wetland alea, I World Heritage Site, i National
Parks' 3 Strict Nature Rsserves, 2 Nanue Reserves, I National Heritage Wilderness Area,
I Jungle Corridor and' 49 Sanctuaries): Not all of these arcas support eleptnna. Nevertheless,
the existing protected areas cover 8220 Wn' (or 1257o of ttre hnA area). At a density
of I elephant per 5 km2, the existing protected areirs can support only about 1,600 elephana
(or about 53Vo of the estimated number of wild elephanc-in Sa i-antal. The remainder
need areas outside the network of poteced areas for their survival. (In prime elephant
country in India' elephans can be maintained at a density of I animal per 2k r, Uut tfris
must be regarded as a minimum size).

According to Tudge (1994), despite the problems of habitar loss and human conflict,
thgre are some points in the elephans' favoui such as their exceptional longevity (up to
70 years), long reproductive life (from teens to 50+for females), -o tong g"nerarion ti-"
(about 30 years). As Tudge (1994) poins out, small populations of 

"nlrafs 
with long

generation times are more viable, genetically spealcing, than small populations with shon
generation times. Elephants will therefore lose genetic variations more slowly than animals
such as mice, which have shqt generation times. Hence, small populations of elephans
are not ipso facto doomed" The adoption of the objecti"rs, sraegy, and activities suggested

2l
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in the Action PIan are not the whole answer to conserving Sri Lanka's elephant population.

The Acdon Plan will be ineffective in the face of steady decline in the islands forest

cover and uncontrolled human population growth., Whatever is done [o save the elephant

in Sri I-anka, many animals will disappear in the coming decades as a result of human-

elephant conflics. Conservation without making adequate provision for protecting human

interests too will not work. Conservation in a developing country such as Sri I-anka has

to sustain not only the spirit but also the stomach. The number of elephants that can be

saved will depend on how much.forest is consciously and resolutely set aside for elephant

conservation: Adequate provision for this must be made in the national policy for

development, without which much of our conservation efforts will come O naughr

It is hoped that the proposals presented here in rough outline will provide a framework

for the evolution of a more refrned, realistic and responsible document, through discussion

and debate. Preparation of the Action Plan will berome a falce, in the absence of is prompt

implementation.
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